There are two types of white eggplants commonly found in vegetable gardens around the state of Florida. The plant of the ornamental white eggplant (*S. ovigerum* Dun.) closely resembles the plant of ordinary culinary eggplant (*S. melongena* L.). Melongena includes edible varieties of eggplant having white fruit, such as ‘Albino’ and ‘White Beauty.’

**Description**
Ornamental white eggplant is a rather low-growing, branching plant. Stem and leafstalks are green, or very faintly tinged with purple, and bear a few white spines. Leaves are wavy at the edges. Flowers are lilac. The fruit are very white when immature, but turn yellow when ripe. In shape and size, they greatly resemble an ordinary hen's egg. Larger fruiting and dwarf plant forms have been reported.

The ornamental plants are only occasionally grown in Florida home gardens because the fruits are inedible. The plants, with the snowy white “eggs” contrasting brilliantly with the green plant form, are very attractive. They are grown in Florida by ornamental plant growers and merchandised throughout the United States in pots.

The edible ‘White Beauty’ eggplant (*S. melongena*) fruits are borne well off the ground on sturdy upright, 4-foot tall plants. Its foliage is a rich light green without the tinge of purple of the other strains. The fruits are larger than ‘Black Beauty,’ a popular Florida variety of eggplant. Fruits reach a size of 4 pounds and are shaped round-oblong, similar to ‘Black Beauty.’ Seed cavities are confined to the blossom-end half. Flavor is reputed to be deliciously mild when the vegetable is fried in batter, and without much trace of bitter taste. It should be harvested when solid and while the skin is still glossy.
Culture

Growing both types of white eggplant is very similar to that for the more common purple kinds. All may be started from seed and are well adapted to container culture. Problems such as spider mites and wilts also affect white eggplant. Eggplants should be grown during the warm seasons.

Figure 2. Fruits of the ‘White Beauty’ eggplant
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